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Abstract
We consider the choice of instrumental variables when a researcher’s structural model may be
misspecified. We contrast included instruments, which have a direct causal effect on the outcome holding constant the endogenous variable of interest, with excluded instruments, which
do not. We show conditions under which the researcher’s estimand maintains an interpretation
in terms of causal effects of the endogenous variable under excluded instruments but not under
included instruments. We apply our framework to estimation of a linear instrumental variables model, and of differentiated goods demand models under price endogeneity. We show
that the distinction between included and excluded instruments is quantitatively important in
simulations based on an application. We extend our results to a dynamic setting by studying
estimation of production function parameters under input endogeneity.
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Introduction

A researcher observes data on an outcome variable Yi , an endogenous variable of interest Di ,
and exogenous variables (Xi , Zi ) for each of a set of units i. The vector Xi consists of included
variables that may have a causal effect on Yi ; the vector Zi consists of excluded variables that do
not. The researcher, who is interested in measuring the causal effect of the endogenous variable
Di on Yi , models the outcome as Yi = Y ∗ (Di , Xi , ξi , εi ; θ) where θ is a finite-dimensional vector
of parameters, ξi is a J-dimensional structural residual independent of the exogenous variables
(Xi , Zi ), εi is a vector of additional structural errors of unrestricted dimension, and Y ∗ (·) is a
known function.
The researcher’s model implies that ξi = R∗ (Yi , Di , Xi ; θ) where R∗ (·) is a known function.
The researcher therefore estimates the parameter vector θ using a moment condition formed as the
product of R∗ (Yi , Di , Xi ; θ) and instrument functions that depend on (Xi , Zi )


E

J
X



Rj∗ (Yi , Di , Xi ; θ) fj (Xi , Zi ) = 0

(1)

j=1

for known fj (·). This setup nests linear instrumental variables as well as common estimators of
many nonlinear models with endogeneity.
Discussions of the choice of instruments f (Xi , Zi ) often turn on the strength of the relationship
of f (Xi , Zi ) to Di and the plausibility of the orthogonality of f (Xi , Zi ) and ξi . We focus instead
on the sensitivity of the researcher’s conclusions to misspecification of the form of Y ∗ (·). We
show that this consideration alone can provide a reason to prefer some instruments over others,
even when all instruments are strong and as-good-as-randomly assigned.
To capture the possibility of misspecification, we embed the researcher’s model in a broader
class of models in which Yi = Yi (Di , Xi ), for Yi (·) a random potential outcome function. We
assume that Yi (·) is independent of (Xi , Zi ), thus maintaining the analogue of the independence of
the structural residual in the researcher’s model. We also assume that Xi can directly influence the
outcome Yi , whereas Zi can influence the outcome Yi only via Di . In this sense, we maintain the
same underlying causal structure as in the researcher’s model (see Figure 1) but allow for arbitrary,
global misspecification of the researcher’s conjectured functional form Y ∗ (·). We refer to functions
of Xi as included instruments and to functions of Zi as excluded instruments. Section 2 provides
this formal setup.
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Figure 1: Directed acyclic graph summarizing the causal relationships in the model
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In a linear instrumental variables setting where Yi∗ (Di , Xi , ξi ; θ) = αDi + Xi′ β + ξi , for α, β
unknown parameters, we might have that, say, the outcome Yi is the log of earnings for individual
i, the excluded variable Zi is a vector of quarter-of-birth indicators, and the included variables
Xi include age and its square (Angrist and Krueger 1991). Excluded instruments would include
functions of quarter of birth indicators; included instruments would include functions of age not
captured in Xi that are nevertheless correlated with the residual variation in Di . Included instruments are valid under the assumed model Yi∗ (·) because the model implies that the term Xi′ β fully
captures the causal effect of age on log earnings.
Both excluded and included instruments are used frequently in structural research. One leading
example is differentiated goods demand models (e.g., Berry et al. 1995), where i is a market, Yi
is a vector of market shares, Di is a vector of prices, Xi is a vector of product characteristics,
and Zi might include cost shifters that affect firms’ optimal prices but do not otherwise affect
demand (e.g., Nevo 2001). Because a firm’s price is affected by the characteristics of other firms
in the market, functions of those characteristics may be available as included instruments, and are
sometimes referred to as “BLP instruments,” following their introduction by Berry et al. (1995). A
second leading example is production function estimation (e.g., Ackerberg et al 2007, Section 2),
where i is a firm, Yi is a sequence of physical outputs, Di is a sequence of inputs, Xi is a sequence
of state variables including past input choices, and Zi might incude input prices that affect firms’
optimal input choices but do not otherwise affect output (e.g., de Roux et al. 2021). Because a
firm’s current input is related to its past input choices, functions of past inputs may be available as
included instruments (Blundell and Bond 1998, 2000; Ackerberg et al 2015).1
Section 3 provides a key proposition characterizing the causal interpretation of the researcher’s
estimand θ̃ that solves (1) under the potential outcome model. The proposition shows that, in
1

Other examples include treating the product of two included variables as an instrument (e.g., Gentzkow and Shapiro
2008), as well as some of the approaches discussed in Lewbel (2019, section 3.7).
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population, the researcher’s estimand zeros out a particular weighted average of causal effects of
Xi and Zi on the residual function R∗ (Yi , Di , Xi ; θ). This characterization holds under a potential
outcome model that allows for arbitrary (global) misspecification of the researcher’s functional
form assumptions Y ∗ (·) and any choice of the residual function. The economic interpretation of
the results is clearer with additional structure on the researcher’s residual function. Accordingly,
we provide several results that further characterize the researcher’s estimand for the prominent
special case in which the residual function is linear in the endogenous variable of interest Di . In
the rest of the paper, we apply the results from this special case to analyze several leading structural
models used in applied research.
Section 4 applies the characterization in Section 3 to the estimation of a linear instrumental
variables (IV) model in order to build intuition. We show that the usual linear IV estimand has an
interpretation in terms of causal effects of Di on Yi when using excluded instruments, but not, in
general, when using included instruments. The analysis of this application connects our results to
those of Angrist et al. (2000) for linear simultaneous equation models.
Section 5 applies the characterization in Section 3 to the estimation of differentiated goods demand models with price endogeneity. When the researcher estimates a random-coefficients logit
demand model (Berry et al. 1995) using excluded instruments, the model-implied, ceteris paribus
effects of product prices on market shares, evaluated at the researcher’s estimand, match the true
causal effects on average. In the special case where the researcher does not allow random coefficients and therefore estimates a multinomial logit model, the researcher’s price coefficient recovers
a particular weighted average of semi-elasticities of market shares with respect to product prices.
Although the weights in these averages need not be positive, these results provide a sense in which
excluded instruments guarantee a causal interpretation of the researcher’s estimand even under
misspecification. In contrast, when using included instruments such as functions of product characteristics, this causal interpretation is lost. To the best of our knowledge, these results provide the
first nonparametric causal interpretation of the estimands of differentiated goods demand models.
Section 5 also presents an application to the estimation of the demand for beer in Miller and
Weinberg (2017). We calibrate simulations tightly to Miller and Weinberg’s (2017) estimated
model and mimic the behavior of a researcher who uses instruments to address price endogeneity.
When the researcher uses excluded instruments, the researcher’s estimates of the average own-price
elasticity exhibit relatively small median bias even when the researcher’s model is misspecified. By
contrast, when the researcher uses included instruments, the researcher’s estimates of the average
4

own-price elasticity can be severely median-biased under misspecification, so much so that in
some cases a researcher concerned about bias would be better off ignoring the need for instruments
altogether and (erroneously) treating the price as exogenous.
Finally, Section 6 extends our analysis to dynamic settings by studying the estimation of production function models with input endogeneity. We characterize the researcher’s estimand under
contemporaneous, excluded instruments when the researcher estimates a Cobb-Douglas production model with a serially dependent productivity shock (Ackerberg et al. 2015). We show that
the researcher’s coefficient on the contemporaneous static input recovers a particular (non-convex)
weighted average of true output elasticities defined under the potential outcomes model. When
using included instruments, such as past values of inputs, this interpretation is lost.
Taking our theoretical and numerical findings together, we advocate prioritizing excluded over
included instruments. In cases where excluded instruments are not available, and the researcher
lacks a strong justification for the chosen form of Yi∗ (·), we advocate providing additional sensitivity analysis with respect to other a priori reasonable choices of Yi∗ (·).
A large literature following Imbens and Angrist (1994) and Angrist et al. (1996) studies the
interpretation of instrumental variables estimators under potential model misspecification. Within
this literature our work is closest to that of Angrist et al. (2000), who study the nonparametric
interpretation of estimands in linear simultaneous equations models when excluded instruments
are used.2 Our contributions are to consider settings in which the outcome variable is potentially
vector-valued and the researcher’s model is potentially nonlinear, and to characterize estimands
under both excluded and included instruments. Our results are applicable to important economic
contexts in which nonlinear structural models are estimated using instruments, for which (to our
knowledge) a similar characterization of estimands was not previously available.
Recent work has studied issues of nonparametric identification in the settings we consider. See,
for example, Berry and Haile (2014, 2016) in the context of differentiated goods demand models,
and Gandhi et al. (2020) in the context of production models. Instead of studying nonparametric
identification of objects of economic interest, we study the nonparametric interpretation of the
2

Angrist (2001) studies IV estimands in limited dependent variable settings, and characterizes a nonlinear estimand
in terms of causal effects. Kolesár (2013) and Andrews (2019) compare the estimands of different IV estimators
in linear models. Chalak (2017) studies the interpretation of IV estimands in ordered discrete choice settings under
violations of monotonicity. Mogstad et al. (2018) discuss the interpretation of linear IV estimands in terms of
marginal treatment effect functions. Kline and Walters (2019) show that many nonlinear and linear models deliver
numerically equivalent estimates for local average treatment effects and average potential outcomes among certain
subgroups. Blandhol et al. (2022) and Słoczynski (2022) provide conditions under which two stage least squares
specifications that parametrically control for covariates estimate a weighted average of causal effects.
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researcher’s estimator when the researcher specifies and estimates a particular model. These two
exercises are distinct but related, and we highlight some connections in Sections 5 and 6.
Our work is also related to large literatures on the optimal choice of instruments or moment
conditions. One part of that literature (e.g., Hansen 1982; Chamberlain 1987; Newey 1990) studies
efficiency considerations under the assumption of correct specification.3 Another part of the literature discusses the economic validity of the orthogonality conditions underlying various included or
excluded instruments in particular structural models.4 A third part of this literature (e.g., Kitamura
et al. 2013; Armstrong and Kolesár 2021; Bonhomme and Weidner forthcoming) seeks procedures with optimality properties under certain forms of potential misspecification.5 Our analysis
highlights a broad distinction between moment conditions formed using excluded versus included
instruments under rich forms of possible misspecification. The distinction we draw between excluded and included instruments is related to Ackerberg et al.’s (2011) suggestion to learn the
effect on an outcome of one endogenous variable in the presence of a second endogenous variable
by employing instruments that are orthogonal to the second variable.

2

Setup

The sample consists of n observations (Yi , Di , Xi , Zi ) ∈ Y × D × X × Z drawn i.i.d. from
an unknown distribution G. To model causal effects we adopt a potential outcomes framework,
where the distribution of the potential outcome and potential endogenous variable functions Yi (·)
and Di (·) is again governed by G, and the realized values are Yi = Yi (Di , Xi , Zi ) and Di =
Di (Xi , Zi ).
Assumption 1. (General model) Under the true data-generating process, the following hold:
(a) (exclusion) For all Yi (·) , Yi (d, x, z) = Yi (d, x, z ′ ) = Yi (d, x) for all d ∈ D, x ∈ X , and
z, z ′ ∈ Z.
3

Reynaert and Verboven (2014) study these issues in the context of Berry et al.’s (1995) estimator. A related literature
(e.g., Rossi 2014; Armstrong 2016; Gandhi and Houde 2020) considers the possibility of weak instruments in this
setting. Gandhi and Houde (2020) recommend using carefully chosen functions of included variables as instruments
in order to improve instrument strength.
4
In the context of differentiated goods demand models, see, for example, Bresnahan (1996), Nevo (2004), Rossi
(2014), and Petrin and Seo (2019).
5
Analytically, our approach differs from much of this literature in that we consider misspecification that is nonlocal,
in the sense that the degree of misspecification remains fixed as the sample grows large. Hall and Inoue (2003)
characterize the asymptotic distribution of GMM estimators under nonlocal misspecification.
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(b) (random assignment) (Yi (·) , Di (·)) ⊥
⊥ Xi ⊥
⊥ Zi .
Assumption 1(a) states that the excluded variables Zi do not causally affect the outcome Yi except
through the endogenous variable Di , as in Figure 1. Assumption 1(b) states that Xi and Zi are
independent of the unobservable determinants of the outcome and endogenous variable, Yi (·) and
Di (·) , and of each other. Thus, we will interpret both Xi and Zi as exogenous variables, where
the two are distinguished by the assumption that only Xi may have a direct causal impact on the
outcome Yi . Assumption 1(b) is stronger than requiring Zi to be independent of (Yi (·) , Di (·))
conditional on Xi , as in, e.g., Angrist et al. (2000). Imposing exogeneity of both Xi and Zi helps
clarify the distinction we draw between included and excluded instruments. Our characterizations
of estimands under excluded instruments remain unchanged, however, if we drop the exogeneity
of Xi by weakening Assumption 1(b) to (Yi (·) , Di (·) , Xi ) ⊥
⊥ Zi .6
2.1

Researcher’s Model

The researcher models the outcome, assuming that Yi (d, x) = Y ∗ (d, x, ξi , εi ; θ0 ), for θ0 ∈ RP
an unknown parameter, Y ∗ (·) a known function, and ξi , εi structural residuals. The residual ξi is
J-dimensional, which in many applications is also the dimension of Yi . If we knew θ0 , the residual
could be recovered by taking an appropriate transformation of the data; that is, ξi =R∗ (Yi , Di , Xi ; θ0 )
for R∗ (·) a known function. By contrast, the dimension of εi is unrestricted, and we may not be
able to recover εi from the observed data (for instance because the number of shocks exceeds the
number of observables).
Assumption 2. (Researcher’s model) Under the researcher’s model, the following hold:
(a) (outcome model) Yi (d, x) = Y ∗ (d, x, ξi , εi ; θ0 ) and ξi = R∗ (Yi (d, x) , d, x; θ0 ) .
(b) (residual independence) (ξi , εi ) ⊥
⊥ Xi ⊥
⊥ Zi .
(c) (mean-zero residual) E [ξi ] = 0.
Assumption 2(a) imposes the researcher’s outcome model and requires that ξi could be recovered if θ0 were known. Assumption 2(b) imposes that the residuals (ξi , εi ) are independent of
(Xi , Zi ). Finally, Assumption 2(c) requires that the residual ξi has mean zero.
6

Both Assumption 1(b) and (Yi (·) , Di (·) , Xi ) ⊥
⊥ Zi are stronger than conditional independence given Xi , i.e.,
(Yi (·) , Di (·)) ⊥
⊥ Zi |Xi . Under conditional independence, analogs of our results for excluded instruments can be
obtained for estimators that account nonparametrically for the dependence between Xi and Zi , e.g., by weighting
observations inversely by p(Zi |Xi ), for p (z|x) = P r {Zi = z|Xi = x}.
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Assumptions 2(b) and 2(c) together imply that ξi has conditional mean zero given (Xi , Zi ), i.e.,
E [ξi |Xi , Zi ] = 0, a widely-imposed assumption in structural estimation. Likewise, Assumptions
2(a) and 2(b) together imply that Yi (·) ⊥
⊥ (Xi , Zi ), consistent with Assumption 1(b). Together,
Assumptions 1 and 2 allow us to characterize estimands under both the researcher’s model and
under a general potential outcomes model that nests the researcher’s model.
2.2

Researcher’s Estimator

Assumption 2 implies that the product of R∗ (Yi , Di , Xi ; θ0 ) with any function of (Xi , Zi ) has mean
zero. Hence, the researcher can estimate θ by GMM, constructing moments as the product of
residual function R∗ (Yi , Di , Xi ; θ) with instrument functions depending on (Xi , Zi ). We assume
that, whether or not the model is correct, the resulting estimator θ̂ is consistent for some solution
to a just-identified system of moments.
Assumption 3. (Just-identification) For Rj∗ (Yi , Di , Xi ; θ) the jth element of R∗ (Yi , Di , Xi ; θ), the
estimator θ̂ converges in probability to a value θ̃ that solves


E

J
X



Rj∗ (Yi , Di , Xi ; θ) fj (Xi , Zi ) = 0,

(2)

j=1

where fj (Xi , Zi ) ∈ RP for each j.
Under regularity conditions (see Newey and McFadden 1994, Theorem 2.6), Assumption 3
holds if the researcher chooses θ̂ to solve
1 XX ∗
R (Yi , Di , Xi ; θ) fj (Xi , Zi ) = 0.
n i j j
Assumption 3 is more general than this and, for fj defined appropriately, also holds when the
researcher estimates an over-identified GMM model.7 Crucially, the conditions for consistency of
θ̂ for θ̃ do not require that the researcher’s model is correct in the sense of Assumption 2.
7

Specifically, with basic instrument vectors fj∗ (Xi , Zi ) of dimension strictly greater than P = dim (θ), sample moP P
ments m̂ (θ) = n1 i j Rj∗ (Yi , Di , Xi ; θ) fj∗ (Xi , Zi ), and a weighting matrix Ω̂, the GMM estimator θ̂ minimizes
′
m̂ (θ) Ω̂m̂ (θ). Under regularity conditions (see Newey and McFadden
1994, Theorem 2.1), θ̂ will bei consistent
hP
′
J
∗
∗
for the value θ̃ which solves minθ m (θ) Ωm (θ) for m (θ) = E
j=1 Rj (Yi , Di , Xi ; θ) fj (Xi , Zi ) and Ω the
probability limit of Ω̂. Critically, these results apply even if the model is misspecified, in the sense that m (θ) ̸= 0 for
′
∂
all θ. Provided θ̃ is an interior solution, Assumption 3 then holds for fj (Xi , Zi ) = ∂θ
m θ̃ Ωfj∗ (Xi , Zi ), where

∂
the Jacobian ∂θ
m̃ θ̃ , and thus the functions fj , can be consistently estimated.
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3

Characterization of Researcher’s Estimand

If Assumption 2 holds and the solution to (2) is unique, then θ̃ = θ0 and θ̂ is consistent for θ0 .
Assumption 4. θ̃ is the only value of θ that solves (2).
Lemma 1. Under Assumptions 2, 3, and 4, θ̂ →p θ0 = θ̃.
All proofs, including for Lemma 1, are given in Appendix B.
While θ̂ is consistent for θ0 when the researcher’s model is correct, it is less clear how to
interpret this estimator under misspecification. To answer this question, we relate the researcher’s
estimand θ̃ to the causal effect of Di under the potential outcomes model. To do so, we require one
further assumption, namely that some linear transformation v ′ fj of the instrument vectors fj has
mean zero for all j.
Assumption 5. (Demeaned instruments) There exists nonzero v ∈ RP such that for fjv (Xi , Zi ) =
h

i

v ′ fj (Xi , Zi ), E fjv (Xi , Zi ) = 0 for all j.
Assumption 5 holds if at least one element of the instrument vector fj (Xi , Zi ) has been demeaned
for all j. It also holds whenever P > J, for instance when θ includes at least one j-specific
parameter for each j (such as a brand fixed effect) and at least one common parameter (such as
a price coefficient). Assumption 5 is therefore satisfied automatically in many applications. Even
when this is not the case, researchers may ensure that Assumption 5 holds by de-meaning one or
more elements of their instrument vector.
Assumption 5 allows us to re-express expectations involving fjv (Xi , Zi ) in terms of differences
in weighted averages. Specifically, define probability distributions H+ (·|j) and H− (·|j) on X × Z
by
n

H+ (S|j) =

Z

max fjv (x, z) , 0

S 1E
2

h

fjv (Xi , Zi )

o

i

n

dG (x, z) , H− (S|j) =

Z

o

max −fjv (x, z) , 0

S

1
E
2

h

fjv (Xi , Zi )

i

dG (x, z)
(3)

for all sets S. Further define

h

E fjv (Xi , Zi )

h (j) = P

j′

h

i

E fjv′ (Xi , Zi )

i.

For any function b (Xi , Zi ),
X
j

h

i

E b (Xi , Zi ) fjv (Xi , Zi ) ∝

XZ

b(x, z)dH+ (x, z|j) h (j) −

j

XZ
j

9

b(x, z)dH− (x, z|j) h (j)

by construction.8
Combined with Assumption 1, this allows us to re-cast the moment condition (2) in terms of
causal effects.
Definition 1. (Causal effects) The causal effect of changing (d− , x− ) to (d+ , x+ ) on B (Yi , Di , Xi )
is
τiB (d+ , x+ , d− , x− ) ≡ B (Yi (d+ , x+ ) , d+ , x+ ) − B (Yi (d− , x− ) , d− , x− ) .
The causal effect of changing d− to d+ on B (Yi , Di , Xi ), holding x fixed, is
τiB (d+ , d− , x) ≡ B (Yi (d+ , x) , d+ , x) − B (Yi (d− , x) , d− , x) .
Proposition 1. Under Assumptions 1, 3, and 5,
XZ Z

R∗
τi j



E



Di (x+ , z+ ) , x+ , Di (x− , z− ) , x− ; θ̃



dH+ (x+ , z+ |j) dH− (x− , z− |j) h (j) = 0 (4)

j
Rj∗

for τi





Di (x+ , z+ ) , x+ , Di (x− , z− ) , x− ; θ̃ the causal effect of changing (x− , z− ) to (x+ , z+ ) on





Rj∗ Yi , Di , Xi ; θ̃ .
Hence, at θ = θ̃ the h (j)-weighted average causal effect on the residual Rj∗ (Yi , Di , Xi ; θ) of
changing the distribution of (Xi , Zi ) from H− (x, z|j) to H+ (x, z|j) is zero. Under Assumptions
2 and 4,
Rj∗

τi





Di (x+ , z+ ) , x+ , Di (x− , z− ) , x− ; θ̃ = ξi − ξi = 0,

so (4) holds trivially under the researcher’s model. The value of Proposition 1 thus lies in showing
that (4) continues to hold even under the potential outcome model. This gives us a route to a causal
interpretation of θ̃ even under global misspecification of the researcher’s conjectured functional
form Y ∗ (·).
The distributions H+ (·|j) and H− (·|j) and weights h (j) depend on the linear combination
of instruments fjv (Xi , Zi ) considered. Hence, if there are linearly independent vectors v and ṽ
that both satisfy Assumption 5, Lemma 1 implies multiple weighted average interpretations, each
in terms of different weights. Appendix A.2 characterizes the full set of weights for which (4)
holds, and shows that, under an additional condition, all weights in this set correspond to some v
satisfying Assumption 5.
8

Assumption 5 is crucial for this argument, as otherwise H+ and H− integrate to different values, so at least one
cannot be interpreted as a probability distribution. See Appendix A.1 for further discussion.
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Proposition 1 relates θ̃ to the causal effect of simultaneously changing both Di and Xi , rather
than the ceteris paribus effect of changing only Di . The direct effects of Xi drop out when the
researcher uses excluded instruments.
Definition 2. (Excluded instruments) The researcher uses excluded instruments if, for some v
satisfying Assumption 5, and some f˜j , f v (x, z) = f˜j (z) for all (x, z) and all j. Otherwise, the
j

researcher uses included instruments.
Thus, the researcher uses excluded instruments if some linear combination of their instrument
functions both (i) satisfies Assumption 5 and (ii) depends only on z. The simplest case is where
the researcher instruments exclusively with functions of z, i.e., fj (x, z) = fj (z) for all j. It is
often helpful to include some functions of Xi among the instruments however, e.g., to estimate
parameters relating Xi to Yi . Our definition of excluded instruments allows for this possibility.
When the researcher uses excluded instruments, θ̃ can be interpreted in terms of the causal
effect of Di alone. To state this result, let H+ (z|j) and H− (z|j) be distributions on Z defined as
in (3), replacing f v (x, z) by f˜j (z) .
j

Corollary 1. Under Assumptions 1, 3, and 5, if the researcher uses excluded instruments, then
XZ Z

R∗
τi j



E



Di (Xi , z+ ) , Di (Xi , z− ) , Xi ; θ̃



dH+ (z+ |j) dH− (z− |j) h (j) = 0

(5)

j
Rj∗

for τi









d+ , d− , x; θ̃ the causal effect of changing d− to d+ on Rj∗ Yi , Di , Xi ; θ̃ .

Hence, when the researcher uses excluded instruments, θ̃ sets a particular average causal effect
of Di on the model-implied residuals equal to zero. Since residuals need not be of direct economic
interest, we want to translate (5) into a more economically interpretable form. The extent to which
this can be done depends on the structure of the residual function R∗ , and for the rest of the paper
we focus on the leading case where R∗ is linear in Di .
3.1

Special Case: Linear Residual

Definition 3. The researcher uses a linear residual if Di is J-dimensional and
Rj∗ (Yi , Di , Xi ; θ) = δj (Yi , Xi ; θ) − αDi,j
for δ (·) a known J-dimensional function and α an element of θ.
11

All of the applications we discuss have linear residuals. For linear residuals, we obtain an explicit
expression for α̃, the element of θ̃ corresponding to α, as a ratio of weighted average causal effects.
Corollary 2. Under Assumptions 1, 3, 5, if the researcher uses a linear residual and
h

i

v
j E Di,j fj (Xi , Zi ) ̸= 0, we have

P

P RR

α̃ =

j

h

δ



E τi j Di (x+ , z+ ) , x+ , Di (x− , z− ) , x− ; θ̃
P RR
j

h

D

i

dH+ (x+ , z+ |j) dH− (x− , z− |j) h (j)

i

E τi j (x+ , z+ , x− , z− ) dH+ (x+ , z+ |j) dH− (x− , z− |j) h (j)

.

(6)
The numerator in (6) measures the h (j)-weighted average causal effect of shifting the distribution of (Xi , Zi ) from H− (·|j) to H+ (·|j) on δj , while the denominator measures the weighted
average effect of the same change on Di,j .
This structure is familiar from other instrumental variables settings, and suggests that we may,
under further conditions, be able to express α̃ in terms of causal effects of Di on δ. Building on
Angrist et al. (2000), we show that this is indeed the case provided Yi (·) and δ (·) are smooth.
Assumption 6. Suppose that δ (y, x; θ) is everywhere continuously differentiable in (y, x), while
Yi (d, x) is everywhere continuously differentiable in (d, x) almost surely.
Under this assumption we can define the local causal effects of Di and Xi on Yi and δ.
Definition 4. The local causal effect of Di on Yi at (d, x) is TiDY (d, x) ≡


∂
Y
∂d i

(d, x), and the



local causal effect of Di on δ Yi , Xi ; θ̃ at (d, x) is




TiDδ d, x; θ̃ ≡


∂ 
δ Yi (d, x) , x; θ̃ TiDY (d, x) .
∂y

Analogously, the local causal effect of Xi on Yi at (d, x) is TiXY (d, x) ≡


∂
Y
∂x i

(d, x), and the local



causal effect of Xi on δ Yi , Xi ; θ̃ at (d, x) is
TiXδ =



∂ 
∂ 
δ Yi (d, x) , x; θ̃ +
δ Yi (d, x) , x; θ̃ TiXY (d, x) .
∂x
∂y

To compactly express α̃ in terms of local causal effects, for t ∈ [0, 1] let
Di (t, x+ , z+ , x− , z− ) = t · Di (x+ , z+ ) + (1 − t) · Di (x− , z− )
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denote the t-weighted average of Di (x+ , z+ ) and Di (x− , z− ), and correspondingly let X (t, x+ , x− ) =
t · x+ + (1 − t) · x− denote the t-weighted average of x+ and x− . For any function Ai (d, x) of
(d, x), we use the shorthand
Ai (t, x+ , z+ , x− , z− ) ≡ Ai (Di (t, x+ , z+ , x− , z− ) , X (t, x+ , x− )) .
Definition 5. For a random function Ai (d, x), define the τ D -weighted linear transformation
LD (·) as
LD (Ai (·)) ≡
P R R R 1
j

0

i

h



E e′j Ai (t, x+ , z+ , x− , z− ) ωi (x+ , z+ , x− , z− ) dt dH+ (x+ , z+ |j) dH− (x− , z− |j) h (j)

for ej the jth standard basis vector (the vector with a one in the jth position and zeros elsewhere)
and
ωi (x+ , z+ , x− , z− ) = P R R
j

τiD (x+ , z+ , x− , z− )
h

D

i

E τi j (x+ , z+ , x− , z− ) dH+ (x+ , z+ |j) dH− (x− , z− |j) h (j)

.

Correspondingly define the τ X -weighted linear transformation LX (·) as
LX (Ai (·)) ≡
P R R R 1
j

0

i

h



E e′j Ai (t, x+ , z+ , x− , z− ) ζi (x+ , x− ) dt dH+ (x+ , z+ |j) dH− (x− , z− |j) h (j)

for
ζi (x+ , x− ) = P R R
j

τiX (x+ , x− )
h

D

i

E τi j (x+ , z+ , x− , z− ) dH+ (x+ , z+ |j) dH− (x− , z− |j) h (j)

.

The linear transformations LD (·) and LX (·) play an important role in our remaining results.
Both are linear operators which map random, matrix-valued functions to scalars, and LD has the
property that LD (I) = 1. More generally, for a ∈ RJ and Diag (a) the matrix with a on the
diagonal and zeros elsewhere, we have that LD (Diag (a)) =

P

j

wj aj where

P

j

wj = 1. It

may be tempting to interpret LD (·) as a weighted average, but note that wj , and more generally
ωi (x+ , z+ , x− , z− ), may be negative. Moreover, when J > 1, ωi (x+ , z+ , x− , z− ) ∈ RJ is vectorvalued. We thus cannot in general interpret LD (·) as a proper weighted average. Note that, unlike
LD (·), LX (I) ̸= 1 in general so LX (·) lacks even an improper weighted average interpretation.
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Proposition 2. Under Assumptions 1, 3, 5, 6, if the researcher uses a linear residual and
P

jE

h

i

Di,j fjv (Xi , Zi ) ̸= 0,




α̃ = LD TiDδ ·; θ̃







+ LX TiXδ ·; θ̃



.

(7)

Proposition 2 shows that we can express α̃ as the sum of two terms. The first term in (7),




LD TiDδ ·; θ̃




, is the τ D -weighted linear transformation of the local causal effect of Di on δ,



TiDδ ·; θ̃ . Interpretability of this term will depend on the structure of δ in a given setting. One




of our main tasks below is to simplify TiDδ ·; θ̃ using the structure of particular estimators.9




The second term in (7), LX TiXδ ·; θ̃



, is the τ X -weighted linear transformation of the local

causal effect of Xi on δ. A researcher interested in the ceteris paribus effect of Di might prefer to
eliminate this term.
Similar to Corollary 1 above, if the researcher conducts estimation using excluded instruments,
the interpretation simplifies and α̃ reflects only the causal effect of Di .
Corollary 3. Under Assumptions 1, 3, 5, 6, if the researcher uses a linear residual and excluded
h
i
P
instruments, and if j E Di,j f˜j (Zi ) ̸= 0, then




α̃ = LD TiDδ ·; θ̃



.

Intuitively, when the researcher uses excluded instruments, H+ (·|j) and H− (·|j) imply the same
distribution for Xi . This implies, however, that LX (Ai (·)) = 0 for all Ai (·), so we eliminate the
potentially undesirable term in α̃.

9

We can equivalently write LD TiDδ ·; θ̃



in terms of local causal effects TiDY (d, x) of Di on Yi ,

LD TiDδ ·; θ̃





= LD ∆i ·; θ̃ TiDY (·)


∂
where ∆i (d, x) = ∂y
δ Yi (d, x) , x; θ̃ . While this expression may appear more interpretable, ∆i (d, x) depends on
the potential outcomes Yi (·). This renders α̃ nonlinear in TiDY (·) , since if the potential outcomes change then the
“weights” ∆i (d, x) change as well.
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4

Linear Instrumental Variables Model

As an illustration, we start with an application to linear instrumental variables (IV) estimation. The
constant-effect linear IV model implies potential outcomes
Yi∗ (d, x, ξi ; θ) = αd + x′ β + ξi ,

(8)
h

i

while the common IV estimators can be written as GMM with moments E (Yi − αDi − Xi′ β) (Xi′ , Zi′ )′ =0.10
In our framework, this corresponds to the case with J = dim (Di ) = 1 and linear residual
R∗ (Yi , Di , Xi ; θ) = δ (Yi , Xi ; θ) − αDi for δ (Yi , Xi ; θ) = Yi − Xi′ β.

(9)

In just-identified settings (dim (Zi ) = 1), the IV estimate satisfies Assumption 3 for f (Xi , Zi ) =
(Xi′ , Zi )′ .11
If the researcher estimates the linear IV model using included instruments, Proposition 2 implies that








α̃ = LD TiDY (·) + LX TiXY (·) − β̃ .
Thus, α̃ reflects both (i) the local causal effect of Di on Yi , TiDY (·), and (ii) the difference between
the true and model-implied local causal effect of Xi on Yi ,
TiXY (·) − β̃ = TiXY (·) −


∂ ∗
Yi d, x, ξi ; θ̃ .
∂x

By contrast, if the researcher estimates the linear IV model using excluded instruments, Corollary




3 implies that α̃ = LD TiDY (·) .12
This is a special case of a constant-effect linear potential outcome model Yi∗ (d, x, ξi ; θ) = αd + c(x)′ β + ξi , where
c(·) is a known, vector-valued function. We focus on the special case with c(x) = x for the sake of exposition, but
our results extend directly to the more general case.
11
In over-identified settings the two-stage least squares estimate satisfies Assumption 3 for
h
i
′
−1
′
f (Xi , Zi ) = E (Di , Xi′ ) Wi′ E [Wi Wi′ ] Wi for Wi = (Xi′ , Zi′ ) .

10

12

Blandhol et al. (2022) and Słoczynski (2022) analyze the causal interpretation of two stage least squares specifications that use excluded instruments and parametrically control for covariates. Both papers focus on the linear IV
model, make the weaker independence assumption that Xi , (Yi (·) , Di (·)) ⊥
⊥ Zi |Xi , and assume that the functional
form for Xi is in a sense correctly specified. Under these assumptions, these papers analyze the impact of different
ways of controlling for Xi on the interpretation of α̃ in terms of causal effects of Di . By contrast we impose the
stronger independence condition (Yi (·) , Di (·)) ⊥
⊥ Zi ⊥
⊥ Xi , make no assumption on the functional form for Xi ,
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These results establish a sense in which the researcher’s estimate is sensitive to misspecification
of the causal relationship between Xi and Yi when using included instruments but not when using
excluded instruments. To illustrate this contrast, for a given distribution of potential outcomes
Yi (·), define new potential outcomes Yiq (d, x) = Yi (d, x) + q (x) which add an arbitrary function






q



q (x) . By definition LD TiDY (·) = LD TiDY (·) , so α̃ is unaffected by this change under






q



excluded instruments. By contrast, LX TiXY (·) ̸= LX TiXY (·) in general, and β̃ will also
change, so under included instruments α̃ will be sensitive to the change from Yi (·) to Yiq (·).
Assumption 1(b) is important for this conclusion, since if Zi were not independent of Xi , the
estimand under excluded instruments would be affected by the addition of q (x) to the potential
outcomes.

Special Case: Interaction Instruments

A special case of an included instrument is one that

consists of the product of two (or more) elements of Xi . For example, Gentzkow and Shapiro
(2008) estimate the effect of child i’ s exposure to television Di on their score Yi from a standardized test taken in adolescence. Gentzkow and Shapiro (2008, equations 1 and 2) use as an
instrument the product of indicators for grade (cohort) and indicators for when the child’s home
market adopted television, while including both grade and market indicators directly in their outcome model Y ∗ (·).13 ■
4.1

Numerical Illustration

Suppose that Yi , Di , Xi , and Zi are scalars and that the true data-generating process satisfies
Assumption 1 with
Yi (d, x) = d + x + γ (ln (x) − x) + ξi ,
so that the local causal effect of Di on Yi is equal to one, i.e., TiDY (d, x) = 1 for all (d, x) and all
i. We consider γ ∈ [0, 1].

13

and focus on the distinction between excluded and included instruments.
A different sort of interaction instrument interacts an excluded instrument with functions of Xi , f (Xi , Zi ) =
Zi f (Xi ). Note that in our framework, Zi∗ = Zi f (Xi ) is generally an included instrument, since while
(Yi (·) , Di (·)) ⊥
⊥ Zi∗ , in general Zi∗ ̸⊥
⊥ Xi .
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We mimic a researcher who does not know the true model and instead specifies a model satisfying Assumption 2 with
Y ∗ (d, x, ξ; θ) = µ + αd + xβ + ξi .
Thus when γ = 0 the researcher’s model is consistent with the true model, but when γ > 0 it is
not. The value of γ can be taken as a measure of the degree of misspecification.
We suppose that the researcher estimates the parameter α, which describes the causal effect of
Di on Yi under the researcher’s model, using a linear IV estimator with residual (9). We consider
three sets of instruments: one (excluded instruments) that includes Zi , one (included instruments)
that replaces Zi with Xi2 , and one (endogenous variable as instrument) that replaces Zi with Di .
Figure 2 plots the estimated median bias of the researcher’s estimate of the effect of Di on Yi
as a function of the degree of misspecification γ for each choice of instrument. When γ = 0 and
so the researcher’s model is correct, the estimator is approximately median-unbiased when based
on either excluded or included instruments, but severely median-biased when based on using the
endogeneous variable as the instrument. When γ > 0 and so the researcher’s model is incorrect,
the estimator is approximately median-unbiased when based on excluded instruments but can be
severely median-biased when based on included instruments or using the endogenous variable as
the instrument. When γ is sufficiently large, the estimator based on included instruments has
greater median bias than the estimator using the endogenous variable as the instrument.

5

Differentiated Goods Demand Model with Price Endogeneity

We next turn to an application where the researcher adopts a nonlinear model, specifically a random coefficients logit demand model. In this setting the researcher observes data from n markets
indexed by i. In each market there are J + 1 products, with j = 0 an outside option. Yi is the vector
of market shares, Di a vector of prices, Xi a matrix of other characteristics (assumed to include a
constant), and Zi a matrix of cost shifters.
The researcher assumes that a unit mass of consumers c in the market each choose one product
j to maximize utility uc,i,j given by
′
′
uc,i,j = ϕi,j + Xi,j
Υψc,i + ϵc,i,j , for ϕi,j = Xi,j
β + αDi,j + ξi,j

(10)

where ψc,i is an i.i.d. mean-zero random coefficient with a known distribution and ϵc,i,j is a
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consumer-specific utility shock that follows an i.i.d. type 1 extreme value distribution independently of all other variables, so that ϕi,j describes the mean net-of-price utility of good j in market
i. The model in (10) is similar to the one considered in Berry et al. (1995) but does not allow a
random coefficient on the price Di,j . Berry (1994) shows that for known Υ we can recover ϕi,j as
a function of observable market shares and characteristics, ϕi,j = ϕj (Yi , Xi ; Υ), and Berry et al.
(1995) use this observation to construct GMM estimators based on a residual Rj∗ (Yi , Di , Xi ; θ),
which under (10) takes the form
′
β.
Rj∗ (Yi , Di , Xi ; θ) = δj (Yi , Xi ; θ) − αDi,j , for δj (Yi , Xi ; θ) = ϕj (Yi , Xi ; Υ) − Xi,j

(11)

Other models with residuals of the form in (11) are discussed in, for example, Berry (1994).
If the researcher estimates (10) using excluded instruments, Corollary 3 implies that the limiting price coefficient α̃ may be interpreted in terms of the local causal effect TiDδ of prices Di




on δj Yi , Xi ; θ̃ . Moreover, since Di has no causal effect on Xi , the causal effect of Di on








δ Yi , Xi ; θ̃ is the same as the causal effect on the model-implied mean utility, α̃ = LD TiDϕ ·; θ̃










for TiDϕ d, x; θ̃ the local causal effect of d on ϕ Yi , Xi ; Υ̃ at (d, x).
Unfortunately, the interpretation of α̃ in terms of local causal effects TiDϕ is not especially
illuminating. The model-implied mean utility ϕ (Yi , Xi ; Υ) is a complex nonlinear transformation
of the data, and is in general difficult to interpret under model misspecification. Fortunately, the
structure of the model (10) allows us to go further, and directly relate the true and model-implied
causal effects of price in this setting. To state this result, let TiDY

∗





d, x; θ̃ denote the local causal

effect of d on Yi at (d, x) implied by the model (10).
Proposition 3. Under Assumptions 1, 3, 5, and 6, if the researcher uses residual function (10) with
h
i


P
∗
excluded instruments, j E Di,j f˜j (Zi ) ̸= 0, and T DY d, x; θ̃ is invertible almost surely, then


LD TiDY

∗



d, x; θ̃

−1



TiDY (d, x) = 1.

(12)

This result shows that there is a nonstandard sense in which the model-implied causal effects
match the true causal effects on average, where the true and model-implied causal effects enter in
a nonseparable way. Under correct specification and identification of the researcher’s model (i.e.,
Assumptions 2 and 4), TiDY

∗





d, x; θ̃ = TiDY (d, x) for all i, so (12) holds trivially. Proposition

3 establishes that (12) continues to hold even under misspecification, provided the researcher uses
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excluded instruments. Note that Proposition 3 holds for any demand system such that (i) the
residual takes the form (11) and (ii) Yi = Y ∗ (d, x, ξ; θ0 ) is a one-to-one differentiable function of
ξ for all d, x, and θ, whether or not utility takes the form (10).

Special Case: Multinomial Logit

To build further intuition, consider the special case in which

the researcher assumes that there is no random coefficient, Υ = 0, so (10) reduces to the multinomial logit. Proposition 3 continues to hold in this setting, but the model-implied mean utility
simplifies to ϕj (Yi , Xi ; 0) = log (Yi,j ) − log (Yi,0 ), so α̃ has a more direct economic interpretation.
Corollary 4. Under Assumptions 1, 3, 5, and 6, if the researcher uses residual function (10) with
h
i
P
Υ = 0 and excluded instruments, and j E Di,j f˜j (Zi ) ̸= 0, then α̃ = LD (∆Si (·)) where
∆Si,j (d, x) is the semi-elasticity of share j with respect to the vector of prices, less the semielasticity of the outside option,
∆Si,j (d, x) =

∂
(d, x)
Yi,0 (d, x)
− ∂d
.
Yi,j (d, x)
Yi,0 (d, x)

∂
Y
∂d i,j

Corollary 4 establishes that, in the multinomial logit estimated with excluded instruments, α̃ is
determined by the semi-elasticity of the inside goods with respect to price, relative to the semielasticity of the outside good. Note that when there are multiple inside goods, J > 1, ∆Si,j (d, x)
is a 1 × J vector measuring semi-elasticities with respect to all prices, not just the own-price
semi-elasticity. Hence, in general α̃ reflects a composite of many different types of causal effects.
■
A recent literature studies conditions under which differentiated goods demand models admit
a representation in which a product-specific mean utility can be inverted from market shares (see,
e.g., Berry et al. 2013; Berry and Haile 2014). In general such conditions are not sufficient to
guarantee that α̃ depends only on causal effects of prices when included instruments are used.
The reason is that the existence, under the true model, of some residual function of the form in
(11) is not sufficient to guarantee that this residual function takes the specific form assumed by the
researcher. Intuitively, nonparametric identification results are not enough to ensure that parametric
estimators based on (incorrect) functional form assumptions capture causal effects of price.14
14



(1)
(2)
The Berry and Haile (2014) model implies that, for Xi,j = Xi,j , Xi,j , potential outcomes take the form


Yi (d, x) = σ̃ x(1) + ξi , x(2) , d
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5.1

Application to the Demand for Beer

Our formal results establish a sense in which the researcher’s estimand can be interpreted in terms
of the ceteris paribus effect of Di on Yi when the researcher uses excluded instruments but not
when the researcher uses included instruments. Even under excluded instruments, however, the
researcher’s estimand need not correspond to an object of economic interest, so our theoretical
results need not imply that using excluded instruments improves recovery of the objects of primary
interest to the researcher. In this subsection we investigate how instrument choice affects the
recovery of objects of economic interest in a simulation exercise calibrated tightly to an economic
application.
Miller and Weinberg (2017) estimate a differentiated-goods model of the demand for beer in
the United States using data from the IRI Academic Database (Bronnenberg et al. 2008). In Miller
and Weinberg’s setting, a market i is a region-month, the outcome Yi is the vector of market shares
of J products, the endogenous variable Di is the vector of prices of the J products, the matrix Xi
describes the characteristics and ownership of each of the J products, and the excluded variable Zi
is a vector of cost shifters for the J products, constructed by multiplying an index of diesel prices
by the distance of the market from the product’s brewery.
Miller and Weinberg (2017) specify a random-coefficients nested logit demand model with a
J-dimensional structural residual ξi . Miller and Weinberg (2017) also specify a Bertrand-Nash
model of beer pricing with a J-dimensional structural residual ηi . Miller and Weinberg (2017)
estimate their demand model using GMM, adopting the nested fixed point procedure of Berry et
al. (1995). Miller and Weinberg (2017) likewise estimate their pricing model using GMM, with
moments based on firms’ first-order conditions.15
To explore the effects of different forms of misspecification under different choices of instruments, we treat Miller and Weinberg’s (2017) estimated demand model as the true potential outcome function Yi (·) and Miller and Weinberg’s (2017) estimated pricing model as the true potential
endogenous variable function Di (·). We simulate 100 replicates of data generated from the model
by independently permuting ξij , ηij , and Zij across all i, j pairs and then recomputing the implied
where σ̃ is invertible in its first argument and ξi is a J-dimensional random vector. Under these conditions one
∂
can re-express our results in terms of the objects Berry and Haile (2014) study, noting that, e.g., ∂d
Yi (d, x) =

∂
(1)
(2)
+ ξi , x , d . This structure, in conjunction with Berry and Haile’s (2014) other assumptions, suffices
∂d σ̃ x
to identify ξi . If, however, the researcher’s parametric assumptions in (11) are incorrect, then the model-implied
residuals δ(Yi (Di (x, z), x; θ̃) will generally differ from ξi , and α̃ estimated using included instruments will generally
capture both causal effects of prices and the direct effect of the included instruments.
15
See Miller and Weinberg (2017), equations 2, 9, 8, and 13, respectively.
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market shares Yi and prices Di in each market i.
We mimic a researcher who does not know the true model and instead specifies some, possibly
wrong, model Y ∗ (·) that features a linear residual and that can be estimated via GMM. For each
model Y ∗ (·) that we specify, we estimate the model via exactly identified GMM using three sets of
instruments, one (excluded instruments) that contains Zij , one (included instruments) that replaces
Zij with the number Nij = Nj (Xi ) of products available in market i that are owned by firms
other than the owner of j, and one (price as instrument) that replaces Zij with Dij . Each model
Y ∗ (·) that we consider features at least one product-specific parameter and at least one common
parameter.
We study recovery of the average own-price elasticity, a possible measure of market power.
Our theoretical results do not imply that the estimators we consider will recover the true average
own-price elasticity when the researcher’s model Y ∗ (·) does not coincide with the true model
Y (·). However, the contrast we find in Section 3.1 between the interpretation of the estimand
under excluded and included instruments leads us to hope that the estimator will tend to be less
biased when based on excluded instruments.
Figure 3 presents our findings. For each model Y ∗ (·) and each choice of instruments, we
present the estimated median bias of the average own-price elasticity based on the 100 replicates.
To describe sampling uncertainty in the median bias due to our use of a finite number of simulation
replicates, we include a 95 percent confidence interval for the median bias, but this confidence
interval is typically narrower than the markers we use to display results, and so is typically not
visible.
When the researcher’s model Y ∗ (·) corresponds to the true model Y (·), we find that the estimator is approximately median-unbiased when based on either excluded or included instruments
and severely median-biased when using price as instrument. The mean elasticity under Miller and
Weinberg’s (2017) model and data is −4.77. When using excluded instruments and the correct
specification, the estimated median bias is −0.03. When using included instruments and the correct specification, the estimated median bias is −0.08. When using price as instrument and the
correct specification, the estimated median bias is 1.50.
When the researcher’s model Y ∗ (·) does not correspond to the true model Y (·), we find that
the estimator remains approximately median-unbiased when based on excluded instruments but
can be severely median-biased when based on included instruments or price as instrument. When
using excluded instruments, the estimated median bias ranges from −0.10 to −0.03 across all
21

specifications other than the correct specification. When using included instruments, the estimated
median bias ranges from −5.23 to 2.46. When using price as instrument, the estimated median bias
ranges from 1.32 to 2.31. In this setting and for these forms of misspecification, then, estimators
based on included instruments can have greater median bias than estimators based on ignoring
price endogeneity, whereas estimators based on excluded instruments are approximately medianunbiased.
Appendix C contains additional simulation results. Appendix Figure 1 reports estimates of the
coverage of 95 percent confidence intervals for the average own-price elasticity. Appendix Figure
2 reports estimates of the median bias for the median own-price elasticity rather than the average
own-price elasticity. Appendix Figure 3 reports estimates of the median bias for the average ownprice elasticity, including estimates we exclude from our main analysis due to estimated parameters
hitting a boundary. Appendix Figure 4 reports estimates of the median bias including additional
specifications Y ∗ (·) that do not exhibit a linear residual and are therefore covered by our general
results in Section 3 but not those in Section 3.1.

6

Dynamic Extension: Production Model with Input Endogeneity

In this section we extend our analysis to cover dynamic settings, focusing on dynamic panel approaches to production function estimation. Here i indexes firms, j indexes time periods, Yi is
a vector of log outputs, Di is a vector of log quantities for a static input, and Zi collects a sequence of input cost shifters. The covariates Xi,j consist of state variables including past values
Yi,1:j−1 = {Yi,1 , ..., Yi,j−1 } of output, past values Di,1:j−1 = {Di,1 , ..., Di,j−1 } of the static input,
and past and current values Ki,1:j = {Ki,1 , ..., Ki,j } of a dynamic input.
The researcher assumes that production is governed by a Cobb-Douglas technology with
Yi,j = µ + αDi,j + βKi,j + ζi,j

(13)

ζi,j = υζi,j−1 + νi,j for j > 0
where µ is a constant and ζi,0 is drawn from some distribution. Here ζi,j is productivity, and evolves
as an AR(1) process with innovation νi,j , where νi,j is independent over time with E [νi,j ] = 0. The
innovation νi,j is realized after the dynamic input is chosen but before the static input is chosen in
period j, and is therefore independent of Xi,j , but not of Di,j or Xi,j+1 . As discussed in Ackerberg
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et al. (2015, section 4.3.3), under standard assumptions this model implies that we may conduct
GMM estimation based on the residual function
Rj∗ (Yi , Di , Xi ; θ) = (Yi,j − υYi,j−1 ) − µ (1 − υ) − α (Di,j − υDi,j−1 ) − β (Ki,j − υKi,j−1 ) . (14)
To analyze performance under misspecification, we again nest the researcher’s model in a potential outcomes framework. To accommodate the dynamic structure of this setting, we modify
Assumption 1 to reflect the timing of decisions in the model.
Assumption 7. (Static input) Under the true data-generating process the following hold:
(a) (dynamic exclusion) Assumption 1(a) holds and, further, Di,j (x, z) = Di,j (x, z ′ ) for all
′

x ∈ X and all z, z ′ ∈ Z such that zj = zj .
(b) (random assignment) (Yi,j (·), Di,j (·) , Xi,j ) ⊥
⊥ Zi,j and Zi,j ⊥
⊥ Zi,k for j ̸= k.
Assumption 7(a) states that only the contemporaneous cost shifters impact the choice of the
static input in a given period, while Assumption 7(b) states that that the unobservable factors affecting output and the static input in a given period are independent of the state variables and
instruments in that period, and that the instrument is independent across time. Importantly, Assumption 7 allows shocks to output, e.g. productivity shocks, to influence the level of the static
input, and thus for econometric endogeneity in a naive regression of output on inputs (Marschak
and Andrews 1944). It also allows for an arbitrary relationship between the state variables in a
given period and past values of the instrument, consistent with the fact that the state variables
include past values of output and of dynamically chosen inputs.
Again letting θ̃ denote the researcher’s estimand, we are interested in the interpretation of the
coefficient α̃ on the static input. Note that (14) is a linear residual.16 Provided the researcher uses
excluded, contemporaneous instruments, fj (Xi , Zi ) = f˜j (Zi,j ), we obtain an expression for α̃ in
D Y

terms of the local causal effect of the static input, Ti,j j (·) =

∂
Y
∂dj i,j

(d, x).

Proposition 4. Under Assumptions 3, 5, 6, and 7, if the researcher uses excluded, contemporaneous instruments, and if
16

P

j



D Y



E [Di,j fj (Zi )] ̸= 0, then we have that α̃ = L∗D Ti,j j (·) , where for

Specifically,
δ (Yi , Xi ; θ) = Yi,j − υYi,j−1 − µ (1 − υ) + αυDi,j−1 − β (Ki,j − υKi,j−1 ) .
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any scalar-valued Ai,j (d, x) ,
L∗D (Ai,j (·)) =
X Z Z Z 1
j

Z

Z

0



E [Ai,j (Di (t, Xi , z+ , z− ) , Xi ) ωi,j (Xi , z+ , z− )] dt dH+ (z+ |j) dH− (z− |j) h (j)

for Di (t, Xi , z+ , z− ) = t · Di (Xi , z+ ) + (1 − t) · Di (Xi , z− ) and
D

ωi,j (Xi , z+ , z− ) = P R R
j

τi j (Xi , z+ , z− )
h

D

i

E τi j (Xi , z+ , z− ) dH+ (z+ |j) dH− (z− |j) h (j)

.

D Y

Note that both Yi,j and Di,j are measured in logs, so Ti,j j (·) can be interpreted as an elasticity.
Hence, when the researcher uses excluded, contemporaneous instruments, the limiting coefficient
α̃ on the static input recovers a linear transformation of the output elasticity with respect to the
contemporaneous static input. The weights ωi,j (Xi , z+ , z− ) average to one and are scalar, unlike
in the general case.17
If the researcher instead uses included instruments, then analogous to Proposition 2 the estimand α̃ reflects causal effects of both d and x. Interestingly, if the researcher uses non-contemporaneous
excluded instruments, e.g., f˜j (Zi ) which depends on Zi,j−1 , α̃ will typically capture causal effects
of both d and x, since Zi,j−1 can affect Xj , for example through Di,j−1 .
Gandhi et al. (2020) study nonparametric identification of production functions, maintaining
the assumption of Hicks-neutrality, i.e., that Yi,j (Di,j , Xi,j ) = g (Di,j , Ki,j ; θ) + ζi,j for some
function g (·). Imposing this assumption simplifies the form of causal effects that we study, but
does not ensure interpretability of the estimand based on included instrument in terms of causal
effects of the input, as it again does not ensure that the researcher’s specification of the residual
(14) is correct.

7

Conclusion

We show theoretically that, under misspecification, a researcher’s estimand maintains an interpretation in terms of causal effects of the endogenous variable under excluded instruments but
not under included instruments. We show numerically that, under misspecification, a researcher
using excluded instruments obtains a less biased estimate of an object of economic interest in a
17

′

If we further assume that Di,j (x, z) > Di,j (x, z ′ ) for all x ∈ X and all z, z ′ ∈ Z such that zj < zj , and the
researcher chooses fj (·) to be weakly monotone in zj , then the weights ωi,j (Xi , z+ , z− ) are nonnegative.
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simulation calibrated tightly to an economic application.
We recommend that researchers prioritize excluded instruments over included instruments.
When excluded instruments are not available, we think our results make it even more important
than usual for the researcher to justify their model specification on economic grounds. When such
a justification is not available, we think our results make it even more important than usual for
the researcher to exhibit the sensitivity of their economic conclusions to other a priori reasonable
model specifications.
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Figure 2: Estimated median bias for estimators of the causal effect of the endogenous variable in a linear IV
model

Note: The plot shows the estimated median bias for estimators of the effect of the endogenous variable
Di on the outcome Yi as a function of the degree of misspecification γ in the example in Section 4.1.
iid
We estimate the median bias from a simulation with 100 replicates. In each replicate we draw (ξi , ωi ) ∼

iid
iid
N 0, σ 2 I with√σ = 0.3, Zi ∼ U (0, 1), and Xi − 1 ∼ U (0, 1), and calculate the endogenous variable
Di = 0.1Zi + 5 Xi + 0.5ξi + ωi and the outcome Yi = Di + Xi + γ (ln (Xi ) − Xi ) + ξi for each of 105
units i and each of the given values of γ. For each replicate and each value of γ, we estimate the effect of Di
on Yi by linear instrumental variables based on the residual Yi − µ − αDi − βXi implied by the researcher’s
model. We use three sets of instruments, each of which includes (1, Xi ). The first set of instruments
(excluded instruments) includes Zi , the second set of instruments (included instruments) replaces Zi with
Xi2 , and the third set of instruments (endogenous variable as instrument) replaces Zi with Di .
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Figure 3: Estimated median bias for estimators of the average own-price elasticity in a differentiated-goods
demand model
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Note: The plot reports the estimated median bias for estimators of the average own-price elasticity in the setting of
Miller and Weinberg (2017) based on 100 simulations. Each row corresponds to a different demand model specification
and each marker shape corresponds to a different choice of instruments. We assume that the the market shares Yi in
each market i are generated from the estimated demand model in Miller and Weinberg (2017, Table IV, column (ii))
and extract the implied shock ξi to preferences in each market. We assume that the prices Di are generated from
the estimated pricing model in Miller and Weinberg (2017, Table VI, column (ii)) and extract the implied shock ηi
to costs in each market. To compute each replicate, we independently permute the elements of (ξij , ηij , Zij ), where
j indexes products and Zij is a scalar excluded instrument given by the product of a diesel fuel price index with
the distance of the market i from the producer’s brewery (Miller and Weinberg 2017, p. 1775). Following each
permutation we recompute the market shares Yi and prices Di implied by the model. For each permutation and each
demand model specification, we estimate the specified demand model using three sets of instruments, one (excluded
instruments) that contains Zij , one (included instruments) that replaces Zij with the number Nij = Nj (Xi ) of
products available in market i that are owned by firms other than the owner of j, and one (price as instrument) that
replaces Zij with Dij . We demean these instruments so that they have sample mean zero for each product j. The
topmost specification corresponds to the estimated demand model in Miller and Weinberg (2017, Table IV, column
(ii)) and features a nest for the inside goods and random coefficients on the constant, number of calories, and price of
the product. Subsequent specifications drop elements of the model as indicated. Specifications with a nesting structure
include in the instrument set the total number of products in the market, and specifications with a random coefficient
on a given attribute include in the instrument set the product of the average consumer income in the market and that
attribute, such that all specifications are exactly identified. For each replicate, instrument choice, and specification, we
estimate via exactly identified GMM. For specifications with a nesting structure, we exclude any estimate that implies
a nesting parameter outside of [0, 0.95]. The plot depicts the median bias across the simulation replicates, along with
(when visible) its 95 percent confidence interval computed based on Mood and Graybill (1963, Sec 16.3).
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A

Additional Theoretical Results and Discussion

A.1

The Importance of Demeaned Instruments in Proposition 1

Assumption 5 plays an important role in Proposition 1. Suppose Assumption 5 fails, but that
the selected linear combination of the instruments nonetheless has mean zero on average over j,
h
i
P
v
j E fj (Xi , Zi ) = 0. In this case, define
h

oi

n

E max fjv (Xi , Zi ) , 0

h+ (j) = P

h

j′

P

n

h

oi ,

E max fjv′ (Xi , Zi ) , 0

oi

n

E max −fjv (Xi , Zi ) , 0

h− (j) = P

j′

h

n

oi ,

E max −fjv′ (Xi , Zi ) , 0

P

where j h+ (j) = j h− (j) = 1 by construction. Define H+ (x, z|j) and H− (x, z|j) as in (3),
and let H+ (j, x, z) be the joint distribution on {1, ..., J}×X ×Z obtained by drawing from h+ (j)
and then from H+ (x, z|j). The same argument used to prove Proposition 1 establishes that
Z Z

h

Rj

E τi



j+ , x+ , z+ , j− , x− , z− ; θ̃

i

dH+ (j+ , x+ , z+ ) dH− (j− , x− , z− ) = 0

for
Rj

τi













j+ , x+ , z+ , j− , x− , z− ; θ̃ ≡ Ri,j+ Di (x+ , z+ ) , x+ ; θ̃ − Ri,j− Di (x− , z− ) , x− ; θ̃ .

Hence, in this case θ̃ ensures that the average change in the residual from switching the “distribution” of (j, x, z) from H+ to H− is zero. This is not usually an interesting exercise, however,
since the different j values reflect, e.g., different products in a demand estimation setting, and the




difference between the residual for two j values, Rj Yi , Di , Xi ; θ̃ − Rj ′ Yi , Di , Xi ; θ̃ , does not
correspond to any causal effect of interest. Correspondingly, when Assumption 5 fails θ̃ will be
affected by changes in the distribution of potential residuals that do not alter any causal effect, e.g.,


increasing Rj Yi (Di (x, z) , x) , Di (x, z) , x; θ̃ by one for all i.
Assumption 5 eliminates this problem by ensuring that h+ (j) = h− (j) = h (j) for all j.
Hence, under this assumption the “distribution” on j is held constant, allowing us to treat h (j)
as a weight and focus solely on the change in the distribution of (x, z). Absent Assumption 5 we
instead have h+ (j) ̸= h− (j), and the moments cannot in general be interpreted in terms of causal
effects of (x, z) regardless of whether the researcher uses included or excluded instruments.
A.2

Uniqueness of Weighting Scheme in Proposition 1

In this appendix we state conditions under which the weights H+ (x, z | j), H− (x, z | j) in Proposition 1 are unique in a particular sense. For simplicity, we assume that the different elements of
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the instrument function are linearly independent with finite variance.
Assumption 8. E [fj (Xi , Zi )fj (Xi , Zi )′ ] has full rank and is finite for all j.
Let F be the P × J matrix whose jth column is equal to E [fj (Xi , Zi )]. Denote by V the null
n
o
space of F ′ , V := v ∈ RP : F ′ v = 0 . By definition, V is a linear subspace of RP with dimension
B = P − rk (F ). We associate each v ∈ V \ {0} to
E [max {v ′ fj (Xi , Zi ), 0}]
,
′
j ′ E [max {v fj ′ (Xi , Zi ), 0}]

hv (j) = P

hv,+ (x, z|j) =

max {v ′ fj (x, z), 0}
max {−v ′ fj (x, z), 0}
,
h
(x,
z|j)
=
,
v,−
E [max {v ′ fj (Xi , Zi ), 0}]
E [max {−v ′ fj (Xi , Zi ), 0}]
P

where by construction hv (j), hv,+ (x, z|j), and hv,− (x, z|j) are non-negative, with j hv (j) = 1,
R
R
and hv,+ (x, z|j)dGX,Z (x, z) = hv,− (x, z|j)dGX,Z (x, z) = 1. Hence, we can interpret hv (j)
as a distribution on {1, ..., J}, and can regard both hv,+ (x, z | j) and hv,− (x, z | j) as probability
densities on X × Z with respect to base measure GX,Z . Denote the corresponding measures by
j
j
(x, z) and Hv,−
(x, z), respectively. Correspondingly, hjv (x, z) ≡ hv,+ (x, z|j) − hv,− (x, z|j)
Hv,+
is the density of a signed measure Hvj with ∥Hvj ∥T V = 2 (for ∥·∥T V the total variation norm) and

o
n
J
Hvj (X × Z) = 0. Let H = {Hvj }j=1 , hv : v ∈ V \ {0} denote the set of measures generated
by V.
Let {v1 , ..., vB } be a basis for V. When B < P , let {vl }Pl=B+1 be a basis for the column space
of F . Define hl (j) = hvl (j) and hjl (x, z) = hjvl (x, z) . The moment condition may be rewritten
as




hj (x, z)h1 (j)

h
i 1
XZ
..


 dGX,Z (x, z) = 0.
E R(Yi (Di (x, z), x), Di (x, z), x; θ̃) 
.
j



hjP (x, z)hP

(j)

(15)



Define Wi = (Yi (·, ·), Di (·, ·)), and denote its joint distribution by GW ∈ GW . Fixing θ̃ ∈ Θ,
define GW (θ̃) to be the set of joint distributions GW ∈ GW that satisfy (15). We impose one
assumption:


′

Assumption 9. GW is sufficiently rich, and R(y, d, x; θ̃) = R1 (y, d, x; θ̃), ..., RJ (y, d, x; θ̃) sufficiently flexible, that for any function r : X × Z → RJ , there exists a joint distribution GW ∈ GW
h
i
such that EGW R(Yi (Di (x, z), x), Di (x, z), x; θ̃) = r(x, z), where EGW is the expectation under
GW .
Under this assumption, we derive a characterization of the class of weights for which we
obtain an interpretation as in Proposition 1.
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Proposition 5. Consider weights h̃ (j) ≥ 0 with
oJ
such that for
and H̃−j
j=1
h̃j+ and h̃j− with respect to
n

each j,

H̃+j

and

P

H̃−j

n

j
j h̃ (j) = 1, and probability measures H̃+

oJ
j=1

(i) have disjoint supports and (ii) have densities

h

i

i

h

GX,Z such that E h̃j+ (Xi , Zi )2 and E h̃j− (Xi , Zi )2 are finite. If

Assumption 9 holds, then
XZ Z

Rj

h

EGW τi



Di (x+ , z+ ) , x+ , Di (x− , z− ) , x− ; θ̃

i

dH̃+j (x+ , z+ ) dH̃−j (x− , z− ) h̃ (j) = 0

j

(16)
 

j

for all GW ∈ GW θ̃ if and only if for H̃ =

H̃+j

−

H̃−j ,

n

H̃

j



oJ
j=1

, h̃ ∈ H.

Proof of Proposition 5 First, note that (16) may be rewritten as
XZ

h

i

EGW Rj (Yi (Di (x, z), x), Di (x, z), x; θ̃) dH̃ j (x, z)h̃ (j) = 0.

j

′



Next, let h∗,j (x, z) = hj1 (x, z)h1 (j) . . . hjP (x, z)hP (j) , noting that h∗,j (x, z) ∝ V ′ fj (x, z)
for V = [v1 , ..., vP ]. Let h̃j be the density of H̃ j with respect to GX,Z . Under Assumption 9 there
exists GW ∈ GW such that
h

i

EGW Rj (Yi (Di (x, z), x), Di (x, z), x; θ̃) = h̃j (x, z)h̃ (j) − β̃ ′ h∗,j (x, z),

for β̃ =


 
−1
X
X
E  h̃j (Xi , Zi )h̃ (j) h∗,j (Xi , Zi )′  E  h∗,j (Xi , Zi )h∗,j (Xi , Zi )′  .
j

j

By construction,
XZ 



h̃j (x, z)h̃ (j) − β̃ ′ h∗,j (x, z) h∗,j (x, z)dGX,Z (x, z) = 0,

j

 

 

so (15) holds and GW ∈ GW θ̃ . For this choice of GW ∈ GW θ̃ , however
XZ

h

i

EGW Rj (Yi (Di (x, z), x), Di (x, z), x; θ̃) dH̃ j (x, z)h̃ (j) =

j

X

E



2

h̃j (Xi , Zi )h̃ (j)



− h̃j (Xi , Zi )h̃ (j) β̃ ′ h∗,j (Xi , Zi ) =

j

X

E



′ ∗,j

j

2 

h̃ (Xi , Zi )h̃ (j) − β̃ h (Xi , Zi )

.

j

Hence, (16) holds only if h̃j (Xi , Zi )h̃ (j) = β̃ ′ h∗,j (Xi , Zi ) almost surely for all j. Note,
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h

i

further, that we must have V β̃ ∈ V. To see that this is the case, note that E h̃j (Xi , Zi ) ∝
h

i

h

i

E β̃ ′ h∗,j (Xi , Zi ) ∝ β̃ ′ V ′ E [fj (Xi , Zi )] so if V β̃ ̸∈ V, then E h̃j (Xi , Zi ) ̸= 0 for some j.
h

i

Since, E h̃j (Xi , Zi ) = H̃+j (X ×Z) − H̃−j (X ×Z) , this would imply that at least one of H̃+j
and H̃−j must not be a probability measure, which is a contradiction. Hence, h̃j (Xi , Zi )h̃ (j) =
β̃ ′ h∗,j (Xi , Zi ) for V β̃ ∈ V \{0}.

n

H̃ j

It remains to show that

oJ

j=1

, h̃ ∈ H. By the definition of h∗,j , we know that h̃j (x, z)h̃ (j) ∝

β̃ ′ V ′ fj (x, z). Moreover, the assumption of disjoint support for H̃+j and H̃−j implies that for ∥·∥T V
P
= 2. Note, however, that we also have
= 2, so j h̃ (j) H̃ j
the total variation norm, H̃ j
TV

TV

= 2. Hence, the constants of proporhjV β̃ (x, z)hV β̃ (j) ∝ β̃ ′ V ′ fj (x, z), with j hV β̃ (j) H̃Vj β̃
TV
j
tionality are the same, and h̃j (x, z)h̃ (j) = hV β̃ (x, z)hV β̃ (j) , which along with the constraint on
the total variation norm implies that h̃j (x, z) = hjV β̃ (x, z), from which the result follows. ■
P

B

Proofs

Proof of Lemma 1 As discussed in the text following Assumption 2, that assumption implies
E [ξi |Xi , Zi ] = 0. Thus, since ξi = R∗ (Yi , Di , Xi ; θ0 ) by Assumption 2(a), E [R∗ (Yi , Di , Xi ; θ0 ) f (Xi , Zi )] =
0 by the law of iterated expectations, and θ0 solves (2). That θ̃ = θ0 is then immediate from Assumption 4, so consistency of θ̂ for θ0 follows from Assumption 3. ■




Proof of Proposition 1 By Assumption 3 and the fact that Rj∗ Yi , Di , Xi ; θ̃ is scalar,
X

h





i

E Rj∗ Yi , Di , Xi ; θ̃ v ′ fj (Xi , Zi ) = v ′

X

j

h





i

E Rj∗ Yi , Di , Xi ; θ̃ fj (Xi , Zi ) = 0.

j

By Assumption 1, however, we can rewrite the term on the left-hand side as
XZ Z

h



E Ri,j Di (x, z) , x; θ̃

i 



v
v
fj,+
(x, z) − fj,−
(x, z) dG (x, z) ,

j

for
Ri,j (Di (x, z) , x; θ) = Rj∗ (Yi (Di (x, z) , x) , Di (x, z) , x; θ) ,
n

o

n

o

v
v
fj,+
(x, z) = max fjv (x, z) , 0 , and fj,−
(x, z) = max −fjv (x, z) , 0 . For each j, however,

Z Z

h



E Ri,j Di (x, z) , x; θ̃

i 



v
v
fj,+
(x, z) − fj,−
(x, z) dG (x, z) =

iZ Z
h

i
1 h v
E fj (Xi , Zi )
E Ri,j Di (x, z) , x; θ̃ (h+ (x, z|j) − h− (x, z|j)) dG (x, z)
2
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h

i

i

h

v
v
(x, z) / 21 E fjv (Xi , Zi ) ,
for h+ (x, z|j) = fj,+
(x, z) / 12 E fjv (Xi , Zi ) and h− (x, z|j) = fj,−
where these are both probability densities with respect to G (x, z) by Assumption 5. The result
of the Proposition then follows immediately from the fact that h+ (x, z|j) and h− (x, z|j) are the
Radon-Nikodym derivatives of H+ (x, z|j) and H− (x, z|j) with respect to G (x, z) . ■

Proof of Corollary 1 This is immediate from Proposition 1 since when fjv (x, z) = f˜j (z) , we
have h+ (x, z|j) = h+ (z|j) and h− (x, z|j) = h− (z|j). ■
Proof of Corollary 2 Note that with a linear residual
Rj∗

τi
δ





Di (x+ , z+ ) , x+ , Di (x− , z− ) , x− ; θ̃ =



Dj



τi j Di (x+ , z+ ) , x+ , Di (x− , z− ) , x− ; θ̃ − α̃τi





x+ , z+ , x− , z− ; θ̃ .

Hence, Proposition 1 implies that
XZ Z

h

δ



E τi j Di,j (x+ , z+ ) , x+ , Di,j (x− , z− ) , x− ; θ̃

i

dH+ (x+ , z+ |j) dH− (x− , z− |j) h (j) =

j

α̃

XZ Z

h

D

i

E τi j (x+ , z+ , x− , z− ) dH+ (x+ , z+ |j) dH− (x− , z− |j) h (j) ,

j

from which the result is immediate. ■
Proof of Proposition 2 By the fundamental theorem of calculus and the chain rule,
δ





τi j Di (x+ , z+ ) , x+ , Di (x− , z− ) , x− ; θ̃ =
Z 1
0

n









o

e′j Tiδ t, x+ , z+ , x− , z− ; θ̃ τiD (x+ , z+ , x− , z− ) + TiXδ t, x+ , z+ , x− , z− ; θ̃ τiX (x+ , x− ) dt.

The result is then immediate from Corollary 2. ■
Proof of Corollary 3 With an excluded instrument we have fjv (x, z) = f˜j (z). Consequently
h+ (x, z|j) = h+ (z|j) and h− (x, z|j) = h− (z|j), and we can write

P R R R 1
j

0

E

h

e′j Ai

LX (Ai (·)) =
i 
(t, Xi , z+ , Xi , z− ) τiX (Xi , Xi ) dt dH+ (z+ |j) dH− (z− |j) h (j) .

Note, however, that τiX (Xi , Xi ) = 0 by definition, so LX (Ai (·)) = 0 as well. ■
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Proof of Proposition 3 As a first step, note that under the random coefficients logit demand
model of Section 5, Yi = Y M (Xi , δi , θ), where we denote the researcher’s outcome model with
Y M (·) rather than Y ∗ (·) to emphasize that it takes δi as an argument, not the endogenous variable
∂Y M (Xi ,δ;θ)
Di . Let T δY,M (Xi , δi ; θ) = j ∂δ
denote the model-implied Jacobian of Yi with respect to δi
δY,M
and note that if T
(Xi , δi ; θ) is invertible then
∂δ(Yi , Xi ; θ)
= [T δY,M (Xi , δi ; θ)−1 ]·,j
∂Yi,j
by the implicit function theorem. Under the model of Section 5, however,
so we can further re-write

M (X ,δ ;θ)
∂Yi,k
i i
∂δi,j

= α−1

M (D ,X ;θ)
∂Yi,k
i
i
,
∂Di,j

∂δ(Yi , Xi ; θ)
= α[T DY,M (Xi , δi ; θ)−1 ]·,j ,
∂Yi,j
where T DY,M (Xi , δi ; θ) is the J × J Jacobian matrix of the model-implied shares with respect to
∂Y M (Xi ,δi ;θ)
∗
the prices, [T DY,M (Xi , δi ; θ)]k,j = i,k∂Di,j
≡ [TiDY (Di , Xi ; θ)]k,j . As observed in footnote 9,
however,

∂ 
TiDδ (d, x) =
δ Yi (d, x) , x; θ̃ TiDY (d, x) .
∂y
Together with the preceding argument this implies that
TiDδ (d, x) = α̃TiDY

∗



d, x; θ̃

−1

TiDY (d, x) .

The result is then immediate from Corollary 3. ■
Proof of Corollary 4 The definition of the residual in the multinomial logit model implies that
e′j Tiδ (Di , Xi ) =

∂
∂
log (Yi,j (Di , Xi )) −
log (Yi,0 (Di , Xi )) = ∆Si,j (Di , Xi ) .
∂d
∂d

The result is then immediate from Corollary 3. ■
Proof of Proposition 4 Using the structure of the residual in Section 6, we can write
Rj∗ (Yi , Di , Xi ; θ) = δ (Yi,j , Xi,j , θ) − αDi,j .
By Assumption 3, we know that
X

E

h 





i

δ Yi,j , Xi,j , θ̃ − α̃Di,j f˜j (Zi,j ) = 0.

j
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Further, Assumption 7(b) implies that Zi,j is independent of (Yi,j (·), Di,j (·) , Xi,j ) , so repeating
the same arguments used to prove Corollary 3 yields that
α̃ =

X Z Z Z 1

E

h

0

j

e′j TiDδ

i



(Di (t, Xi , z+ , z− ) , Xi ) ωi (Xi , z+ , z− ) dt dH+ (z+ |j) dH− (z− |j) h (j)

where
ωi (Xi , z+ , z− ) = P R R
j

τiD (Xi , z+ , z− )
h

D

i

E τi j (Xi , z+ , z− ) dH+ (z+ |j) dH− (z− |j) h (j)

−
(z) ∝ f˜+ (zj ) and dH
(z) ∝ f˜− (zj ) .
dG
Assumption 7(b) implies that H+ (z+ |j) and H− (z− |j) differ only in their implied marginal
distributions for Zi,j , while (i) implying the same marginal distributions for Zi,k with k ̸= j and (ii)
implying that Zi,k ⊥
⊥ Zi,k′ for all k ̸= k ′ . Hence, there exists a joint distribution H ∗ (z+ , z− |j) with
marginals H+ (z+ |j) and H− (z− |j) such that for (Zi,+ , Zi,− ) ∼ H ∗ (z+ , z− |j) , Zi,+,k = Zi,−,k
with probability one for all k ̸= j.
Note that we can write

for

dH+
dG

α̃ =

X Z Z 1
0

j

h

i



E e′j TiDδ (Di (t, Xi , z+ , z− ) , Xi ) ωi (Xi , z+ , z− ) dt dH ∗ (z+ , z− |j) h (j) .

Assumption 7(a) and the construction of H ∗ imply that e′k ωi (Xi , Zi,+ , Zi,− ) = 0 almost surely for
all k ̸= j, which in turn implies that
α̃ =

Z Z 1

E

0

h

e′j TiDδ

(Di (t, Xi , z+ , z− ) , Xi ) ej e′j ωi

i



(Xi , z+ , z− ) dt dH ∗ (z+ , z− |j) .

Note, however, that
e′j TiDδ (Di (t, Xi , z+ , z− ) , Xi ) ej =

∂
δ (Yi,j ) .
∂dj

Given the structure of δ (Yi,j , Xi,j , θ), this implies that
e′j TiDδ (Di (t, Xi , z+ , z− ) , Xi ) ej =

∂
δ (Yi,j (Di (t, Xi , z+ , z− ) , Xi ) , Xi ) =
∂dj

∂
D Y
Yi,j (Di (t, Xi , z+ , z− ) , Xi ) = Ti,j j (Di (t, Xi , z+ , z− ) , Xi ) ,
∂dj
which, noting that e′j ωi (Xi , z+ , z− ) = ωi,j (Xi , z+ , z− ), establishes the result. ■
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C

Additional Results for the Application to the Demand for Beer
Appendix Figure 1: Coverage rates for confidence intervals on the average own-price elasticity

Specification
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Note: The plot reports the estimated 95 percent coverage rate for confidence intervals on the mean own-price
elasticity in the setting of Miller and Weinberg (2017) based on 100 simulations. Each row corresponds to
a different demand model specification and each marker shape corresponds to a different choice of instruments. Confidence intervals are constructed via the delta method. The vertical dashed line corresponds to
95 percent coverage. Other details follow Figure 3.
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Appendix Figure 2: Estimated median bias for estimators of the median own-price elasticity

Specification
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Note: The plot reports the estimated median bias for estimators of the median own-price elasticity in the
setting of Miller and Weinberg (2017, Table IV) based on 100 simulations. Each row corresponds to a different demand model specification and each marker shape corresponds to a different choice of instruments.
Other details follow Figure 3.
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Appendix Figure 3: Estimated median bias for estimators of the average own-price elasticity, all estimates
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Note: The plot reports the estimated median bias for estimators of the average own-price elasticity in the
setting of Miller and Weinberg (2017) based on 100 simulations. Each row corresponds to a different
demand model specification and each marker shape corresponds to a different choice of instruments. For
specifications with a nesting structure, we include estimates for which the nesting parameter that imply a
nesting parameter outside of [0, 0.95]. Other details follow Figure 3.
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Appendix Figure 4: Estimated median bias for estimators of the average own-price elasticity, including
specifications without a linear residual
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Note: The plot reports the estimated median bias for estimators of the average own-price elasticity in the
setting of Miller and Weinberg (2017) based on 100 simulations. Each row corresponds to a different
demand model specification and each marker shape corresponds to a different choice of instruments. Other
details follow Figure 3.
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